


MESSAGE

Fire Safety is most critical aspect for all Railway installations. By following simple instructions
majority of the fire incidents in Railways can be prevented. This booklet provides important instructions to
all Departments regarding fire safety. If we diligently follow these instructions and work in a careful manner,
we can definitely avoid any fire incidents in our premises that will ensure safety for our passengers and staff .

I am sure that these guidelines when internalized will help in making our premises and work
environment safe and secure against fire.

SANJEEV MITTAL
GENERAL MANAGER, CR

SANJEEV MITTAL
GENERAL MANAGER, CR



MESSAGE

We can prevent majority of Fire incidents by observing proper fire safety precautions and periodic
checking of all installations from fire safety perspective. It is imperative that all our departments and
stakeholders should ensure protection of their offices, installations etc. against fire hazards. All our staff
should be well trained and well equipped for fighting incipient fires with necessary fire safety equipments.

This handbook prepared by safety department of Mumbai Division provides fire safety instructions for all
departments of Railways. It provides succinct guidelines to prevent fire at trains, stations, RRI installations
and other Railway premises.

I am hopeful that this Fire Safety Instruction Booklet apart will also help other Divisions of Central Railway,
apart from Mumbai division.

ALOK SINGH
Principal Chief Safety Officer

ALOK SINGH
Principal Chief Safety Officer



PREFACE

Fire Safety is considered a very important aspect of overall train and passenger safety. This handbook
on “fire safety” has been prepared by Mumbai Division to create awareness and sensitivity about Fire Safety
and Firefighting aids. It includes brief description of different types of fire at various Railway installations and
guidelines to the staff for What to do and What not to do in such situations. I am confident that this booklet
will be of immense benefit for all staff involved in managing various Railway installations.

I congratulate Safety Department of Mumbai Division for publishing this booklet.

SHALABH GOEL
DRM MUMBAI

SHALABH GOEL
DRM MUMBAI



ROBIN KALIA 
SR. DSO CSMT

INTRODUCTION

Off late there have been several fire incidents over Indian Railway. Hence the idea of hand booklet 
offering Fire Safety instruction to all departments of Railway was germinated. I and my team developed this 
booklet on “Fire Safety” which has concise instructions that would be readily available for all staff guiding 
them in Fire Safety.  

I am thankful to all personnel who helped in the preparing this handbook.

ROBIN KALIA 
SR. DSO CSMT





A- Prevention of fire in coaches

1-General
¾ Prevent passengers from carrying inflammable materials such as petrol, Kerosene,

films, gas cylinders, stove etc.

¾ Prevent carrying of Kerosene stove/gas cylinders in party coaches.

¾ Prevent passengers form smoking in coaches and Railway premises.

¾ Prevent smoking or carrying naked light while loading or unloading luggage/parcels.

¾ Prevent unauthorized travel in brake van.

¾ Ensure provision of requisite number of fire extinguishers in pantry car, Ac coaches, 

engines, brake van and at stations and arrange for training to the staff to operate fire 

extinguishers.



¾ Ensure proper provision of disposal of garbage in pantry car.

¾ To avoid short-circuiting, ensure that no open wiring is provided in coaches / SLR’s.

¾ Pantry cars should be examined for gas pipe connections as per schedules laid down.

¾ Ensure that front brake van without Assistant Guard is sealed and locked to prevent unauthorized 

traveling .

Departments Involved - Commercial / Electrical /Mechanical.



B- Prevention of fire in electric locomotives.

1. LP & ALP before leaving from the shed-
¾ Ensure all jumper cables are property fixed up in their respective socket. 

¾ All TM inspection covers are properly secured.

¾ All EM contactors are in open conditions and no contactors are wedged.

¾ NO relay target is dropped, no relay is wedged. Their covers are intact and sealed.

¾ PV, CP are properly filled up with oil up to mark, and no oil is splashed. 

¾ Shunting contactors, Line contactors and CGR 1, 2, 3 archchute intact. 

¾ No waste-cotton, cotton pieces or waste paper are left inside HTC. 

¾ All brake cylinders are getting released properly and brake blocks are not jammed.

¾ Ensure availability of 4 Nos. DCP type fire extinguishers with current validity date in AC locomotive.



B- Prevention of fire in electric locomotives.

2.  LP & ALP While on Run -
¾ QRSI- If dropping on lower notches/low current, check HTC for fire and smoke isolate RSI.

¾ When QLM is dropped, look for fire and smoke near GR./TFP/HTC.

¾ Whenever wheel slip occurs, check GC for smoke.

¾ Whenever QOP drops, check for unusual sound and smoke from T/Motors.

¾ If fire brake out on loco trip DJ, put HBA to 'O' and drop pantograph. Put ‘ON' flasher, protect 

opposite line.

¾ If air flow relay is isolated, keep watch on the motor of cooling blower and the equipment.

¾ Whenever manual control of GR is taken to clear block section, all related precautions must be 

observed. 

¾ Ensure proper oil level in Transformer and GR. 



C- Prevention of fire in electric three phase locomotives.

Fire Detection System–

1. Air intake line
2. Air Suction aperture
3. Fire Detection Equipment in SB2

The three phase locomotive is equipped with a fire detection system in the machine room. Through
a ring line with apertures at regular distances air in the machine room is extracted with a fan and
checked for traces of smoke by a detector



.

The fire detection unit is equipped with two smoke sensors.

1. The first detector which detects smoke triggers an alarm: An intermitted signal (1170 Hz) sounds
in the driver’s cab, from the buzzer BZ-V-O-F. A fault message priority-2 appears on the screen.
Note: The machine room has to be inspected.

2. If both detectors detect smoke in the machine room the
following actions will be initiated: A fault message ‘Inspect
machine room’ priority 1 appears on the screen (the red ‘LSFI’
fault status indication lamp flashes) A Start/Running Interlock
(TE/BE becomes ‘0’) will activate.

Note: The driver should take specified course of action.



Resetting of Fire Alarm –

1. Inspect the machine room and take necessary action. In case of fire on loco, use big fire
extinguisher provided in the rack behind ALP in cab. To operate this fire extinguisher, rotate
the adjusting knob until gauge reads 22.5 kg pressure and then open cut out cock, gas (CO 2)
will expel and extinguish fire at appropriate places in machine room behind it. Do not forget to
close both side corridor door. In addition to this two numbers of portable fire extinguishers are
provided on the loco which should be used accordingly as per requirement.

2. To reset the fire detection unit, press the white knob provided on it. To acknowledge the fault
press BPFA. Resume normal traction.

Note – In case of defect in fire detection unit, P-2 fault message will appear on the screen. After
inspecting the machine room, reset the white knob on the fire detection unit. Acknowledge the fault
and keep watch on machine room.



If driver finds that the fire is not within his control, inspite of using 
all resources i.e. by using his loco, Postal van, pantry car, AC coaches, 
guard's van.  Station or  other train fire  extinguishers,  he should ask
for a fire fighting truck  and  nearby fire brigade through  LPC,  SCOR.
If felt necessary,  the driver  will also  advise TPC/ LPC to  switch OFF 
OHE supply and continue making efforts to control the fire.





Fire preparedness at Railway Stations & associate buildings & Board (MT)
desires that following measures be taken:

¾ Station Manager/Station Master should be responsible for provision of firefighting equipment at stations
and buildings attached to stations with passenger interface.

¾ Fire safety at buildings and establishments other than those indicated in Point above should be the
responsibility of the officer in-charge of the building.

¾ Officer/Station manager incharge should review the availability and requirement of fire extinguishers at
Stations/Associate
buildings as per the National Building Code of India, Part 4 -Fire and Life Safety issued by Bureau of Indian
Standards and IS 2190:20 10 and make good deficiencies, if any. Details regarding the type and scale of
fire extinguishers to be provided based on the occupancy and type of building is given in the Annexure.

¾ Operating department should procure and maintain fire extinguishers at Stations.
¾ National Building Code mandates exit requirements, capacity of exit, arrangement of exits, number of

exits, doorways, corridor & passage ways and staircases at buildings. Officer/Station manager incharge
should review the existing facilities and ensure that these are in. conformity with the prescribed norms.



Type structure Type of
Occupancy 

Nature of
Occupancy

Class 
of fire

Recommended Scale 
of Equipment

Passenger terminal 
with accommodation 
more than 300 
persons

D-3 MH Class A

Two 9 liters water expelling
extinguishers or ABC 5kg/6kg
fire extinguisher, for every 200
m² with minimum of 4
extinguishers per compartment
/ floor. The extinguisher should
be so located as to be
available within 15 m radius.

Passenger terminal 
with accommodation 
less than 300 
persons

D-4 LH Class A

One 9 liters water expelling
extinguishers or ABC 5kg/6kg
fire extinguisher, for every
200 m² or part thereof with
minimum of 2 extinguishers
per compartment or floor of
the building. The extinguisher
should be so located as to be
available within 15 m radius .



Type structure Type of
Occupancy 

Nature of
Occupancy

Class 
of fire

Recommended Scale 
of Equipment

Metro station D-7 - -
Para 6.4.8 of National building
code of India stipulates detailed
guidelines.

Offices E-l SH Class A

One 4.5 Kg capacity carbon
dioxide or one 2/3 kg capacity
clean agent extinguisher for
every 100 m² of floor area or
part thereof with minimum of two
extinguishers so located as to be
available within 10 m radius.



Type structure Type of
Occupancy 

Nature of
Occupancy

Class 
of fire

Recommended Scale 
of Equipment

Parcel office and 
Goods shed H MH Class B

Two 9 liters foam  extinguisher, 
mechanical type, or 5/6 kg dry 
powder extinguisher (or one of 
each type) for every 200 m² 
are with minimum of four 
extinguisher per compartment. 
Extinguisher should be 
available within 15 m radius.

“Maintain fire buckets at stations & Update contact numbers of Fire brigades”





Introduction
At any working place, fire may occur due to negligence in safety precautions, human error,

equipment failure and various other causes. fire at important installation like RRI  may cause 

one or more of the following:

¾Damage to costly installation like Relay Room, Operating panel

& Power Supply system.

¾ Paralyzing complete signalling system 

¾Disruption in automatic train operation 

¾Severe detention to trains lasting several days 

¾Loss in terms of man hours due to deputing of additional task force

to restore or install a new system. 

¾Heavy financial loss to Railways due to above. 

¾Loss of life. 



The above losses can be prevented up to a great extent if certain safety precautions are observed. 

For prevention of fire at work places and firefighting in case of emergencies, the following are 

necessary: 

¾ Vigilance & observance of Safety precautions. 

¾ Basic knowledge of using firefighting equipments. 

¾ Basic knowledge of first aid. 

¾ Training of staff.

S.E.M. Part II, para No. 21.18.2 on Provision of Automatic Fire Detection & Suppression System says

“Fire fighting equipment shall be kept in the power supply equipment room. At major installation, fire

detection and alarm shall preferably be provided in the relay room of relay interlocking installations.” 



Railway Board’s instructions on Provision of Fire/Smoke Alarm & detection Systems 

(Ref.: Rly. Board’s letter no. 2013/Sig./Specifications dated 22.06.2015)

“Fire/Smoke Alarm & detection Systems should be provided at all junction stations and major Eis

& RRIs.” 

(i) Recommendations/suggestions for system improvement  



Provision of CCTV camera at appropriate location inside relay room – configuration of which 

depends upon no. of cameras, visibility at night, storage capacity of the system. 



¾ Fire alarm may be linked with power shut down arrangement so that as soon as alarm

activates, simultaneously power also shuts down.

¾ Inside relay rooms other than relay rack, nothing should be kept there preferably, but if

inevitable then steel materials only should be used like steel table, records in steel Almira etc.

Example of unwanted material – loose wire pieces, released material etc.

(ii) Precautions to prevent Fire Incidences
¾ At stations where Fire Alarm System have been provided, should be tested once in a week.

¾ Fire extinguisher equipment's to be made available at all the places as per requirement and

their refilling to be ensured.

¾ At stations, with shift duty staff, relay room to be opened in each shift and a visual inspection

of complete relay room to be done. (Where it is not possible to open the relay room frequently

as above, a visual inspection through glass door or window can be done from outside). At

other stations/RRI installations with no shift duty staff, the above inspection to be done once in

a day. At all the other stations the above inspection to be carried out at least once in a week.



¾ A record of such inspections to be kept. A register to be opened with SSE/Sig/Control, in which position

of all junctions and RRI stations to be recorded per day.

¾ A joint inspection with Electrical department to be done.

¾ Ensure availability of First aid box in duty room.

Provisions in RRI building before commissioning 
¾ Window air-conditioners installed in Relay room are causes of failure of power supply during summer.

Excessive load in summer due to continuous use may lead to fire in relay room. Centralized cooling of

Relay Room is recommended in place of window air-conditioners.

¾ The entry of outdoor Signalling & Telecom cables in the building should be in a fully secured manner.

¾ There should be a provision of cable pit at the entry point outside the building/cabin in which the coils of

outdoor cables to be buried with sand.

¾ A small pond filled with water nearby should be constructed near the cable pit. Apart from emergencies

like fire incidences, the water from the pond can be used in AC plant also in routine working.

¾ Provision of openings in the wall for cable entry from one room to another should be done. The tendency

of breaking wall or roof for cable entry or any other purpose after commissioning should be discouraged.



¾ All electrical department cables and S&T cable should also run in different paths.

¾ There should be provision of permanent duct for cables on each floor of the building.

¾ Electrical layout plan and new cables should be got approved by electrical department.

¾ From the past experiences, false ceilings are prone to catch fire therefore no false ceiling should be

provided in the relay room or panel room.

Wiring and cabling
¾ Signalling cables & Signalling Power Cables should not run in same path. They should be laid in separate

channels or ducts.

¾ Colour coding of wires as per zonal railway instructions should be strictly followed for easy identification of

different types of power supplies such as 60 V DC, 24V DC, 110 V AC etc. as well as positive and negative

paths such as B60, N60, BX110 and NX110 etc.



Fire extinguishers
¾ Adequate number of firefighting equipment's should be available

inside Relay room, Power equipment room, battery room and

Operating Panel room or as per zonal railway instructions at such

locations from where equipment is clearly visible and easily

approachable from working place.

¾ Always use the correct type of fire extinguisher. Only Carbon dioxide

(Co2) type fire extinguishers to be used in S&T installations which

are suitable for liquid and electrical fire.

Squeeze grip

Discharge nozzle



AIM AT BASE OF FIREA

SWEEP SIDE TO SIDES

SQUEZEE THE LEVERS

PULL THE PINP

How to operate CO2 type Fire extinguisher

There are four basic steps to operate extinguisher 
with squeeze grip handle:

Remember -P A S S word



For extinguisher with wheel valve
After removing the safety pin, aim the nozzle of extinguisher towards
base of the fire.

Open the extinguisher valve slowly by turning the (wheel) knob in anticlockwise

direction to Spray CO2 gas through the nozzle

Caution :
¾ DO NOT use CO2 type fire extinguishers on metal fires.
¾ Keep your hands away from the plastic discharge nozzle,

which gets extremely cold during operation.



Inspection of CO2 type Fire Extinguisher
¾ Make sure the extinguisher is mounted in a location where it is visible and easy to locate during an

emergency.

¾ Check the tamper-seal to verify it is not broken or missing.

¾ Ensure the pull-pin is not missing.

¾ Check the extinguisher for obvious physical damage, corrosion, leakage, or a clogged nozzle, and

report if any to the concerned agency.

¾ Ensure that the extinguisher is not over due for recharging.

Note: Carbon Dioxide extinguishers do not have a gauge. The only method for verifying a carbon

dioxide extinguisher is fully-charged is to weigh the unit and verify with the weight written on the

equipment.



Smoke detectors
If the smoke detector gets filled with dust, it will not be able to sense the

smoke and work properly in an emergency.

Cleaning smoke detector is the best way to make sure smoke detector is

capable of alerting when a fire occurs. Hence smoke detectors should be

cleaned at least once in every six months or as per the manufacturer’s

instructions.

Remove the face of the unit and then use a commercial vacuum cleaner

with a brush attachment to gently brush and vacuum the inside of smoke

detector and an air pressure canister to blow through the smoke entry

points.



Fire Alarm System 

• Periodically check the effectiveness of fire alarm system and smoke
detectors if provided 
¾ Signal Maintainer – Every week 
¾ JEs -Once in a month 
¾ SSEs- Once in a quarter OR as per Zonal Railway’s instructions

Counselling

S&T and operating staff should be counselled regarding fire prevention, 
and working of Fire Alarm System and operation of fire extinguishers.



Circuit alteration
¾ During any circuit alteration work it should be ensured that the new signalling wires do not run over

electrical department wiring.
¾ Loose wiring or connection is one of the causes of fire hence no wire should be left open, loose or

hanging. All the wiring should be properly routed, bunched and laced.

Joint inspection with Electrical department
A joint inspection with the officials of electrical department should be done quarterly in which deficiencies if any
to be noted their rectification to be ensured at the earliest.



Storage of material
Always keep sufficient space between stacks of material placed inside store room so that if one stack catches
fire it can be quickly extinguished and cannot spread to other stacks. 

General Safety Precautions during maintenance
¾ Never use short cut methods while rectifying a failure. 
¾ Always use proper and standard tools and measuring instruments. 
¾ Ensure that all the measuring instruments are in working condition. Connect measuring equipment with proper

setting, preferably on higher range of the value if not known. 
¾ Before energization of a circuit, check all the connections are proper as per circuit diagram and fully tightened. 
¾ Before disconnection of the circuit ensure that information is to be issued to the users /operating persons. 
¾ While working on IPS, always stand on rubber mattress provided in front or back of the module.
¾ Do not touch the electric / electronic equipment without ensuring that there is no leakage current in the body

of the equipment.

The handles of following tools shall invariably be insulated: 
Screw drivers, Pliers , 
Any other tools used whose handles are metallic. 





¾Use only those devices that are properly grounded or insulated.

¾Do not overload the outlet , do not plug the multi-outlet bar into another

multi-outlet bar.

¾Check the earthing system periodically and ensure proper earth value.

¾Do not ignore the warning signs. If an item feels hot, make any unusual

noise (buzz or hum),smokes, or sparks, immediately turn off the service

and "don’t Use it.

¾Never use devices with hot cords, damaged insulation or broken plugs.

¾ Inspect cords and equipment regularly, and report any defect immediately.



¾ Always use ELCB, RCCB, and fuse of appropriate current rating.

¾ Do not overload plugs, sockets or extension cords.

¾ Use appropriate overload relay for all devices.

¾ Replace hot-faceplate light switch.

¾ Replace all damaged cords.

¾ Do not attempt electrical repairs without an expertise.

¾ In the interval of three months to one year , regular testing of electrical 

equipments should be done and the test date should be written.



¾ If the equipment is over loded, immediately unplug it or interrupt power from 

the main switch.

¾ Never extinguish electric Fire with water. Instead , use a fire extinguisher or 

baking soda. Water conducts electricity, so the fire can actually ignite .

¾ Isolate combustible objects from heaters and other appliances that gets heat up

quickly.




